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THE CHOICE OF STATISTICAL TESTS ILLUSTRATED ON THE
INTERPRETATION OF DATA CLASSED IN A 2 x 2 TABLE
BY E. S. PEARSON
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(i) INTRODUCTORY

1. The problem of testing the significance of a difference between two proportions is one
which receives early attention in text-books on mathematical statistics, and it might be

thought to be one of the questions whose final solution lies behind us. It is a problem whose
simplicity makes it easy to examine the logical cogency of the methods put forward for its
solution, but, on examination, it is evident that they have not yet been rounded off satisfactorily. The origin of the present paper lies partly in an investigation commenced in 1938
and discussed at the time in College lectures, and partly in recent correspondence in Nature

in which G. A. Barnard (1945a, b) and R. A. Fisher (1945a) have taken part.* This
correspondence has suggested that in a problem of such apparent simplicity, starting from
different premises, it is possible to reach what may sometimes be very different numerical

probability figures by which to judge significance.
2. Such a difference in levels of significance in the solution of an everyday problem is

obviously puzzling to the users of statistical methods who are accustomed to accept the
technique as an established procedure and have not the opportunity for a critical examina-

tion of the conditions under which probability theory is brought to bear as a guide to action.
For the question here at issue is a fundamental one of why and how our judgement is influenced by the calculation of a probability, and the dilemma raised by the Barnard-Fisher
correspondence can only be answered in terms of our views on the practical function of the
theory. We may all agree that in practice we use probability figures derived from an analysis
of numerical data to help us to make up our minds on the next step, whether in experimental research or executive action. But what form of presentation of the probability set-up
is likely to result in the greater number of sound decisions is likely to be always a matter for
differences of opinion.

3. All that I can do is to approach the problem of the 2 x 2 table from the viewpoint
which appears most helpful to me. In the preceding paper Mr Barnard has elaborated the
* There was also an earlier discussion on the same subject between E. B. Wilson (1941, 1942) and
R. A. Fisher (1941).
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140 Choice of statistical tests
views expressed in his letters to Nature. Such discussion is, I believe, desirable, even though
controversial issues are raised. For the value of the whole elaborate structure of the

modern theory of mathematical statistics depends at least in part on the sense in which the
individual statistician appreciates the meaning of the probability model he is using when
drawing the practical conclusions from his analysis of data. I have used the words 'in part',
for it is true that the analytical process of applying the statistical technique to experi-

mental data may in itself be enormously illuminating even without paying any close regard
to a final probability figure. Such is the case, for example, with the technique of analysis of
variance, where the mere process of breaking up a total sum of squares into parts with which

different sources of variability can be associated, brings with it a reward in clear thinking
even without the application of a probability test.
4. There is a very wide variety in the types of situation in which probability theory is
introduced to help in reaching a decision as to further action.

(A) At one extreme we have the case where repeated decisions must be made on results
obtained from some routine procedure carried out under controlled conditions.

(B) At the other is the situation where statistical tools are applied to an isolated investigation of considerable importance in which many of the issues involved in the conclusion can
hardly be assessed in numerical terms.
5. Two situations of this kind, in which the statistical technique involved is that of testing
the significance of a difference between two proportions, may be illustrated from problems

arising in the 'proof' of armour-piercing shot or shell.

6. Example. of type A. In the proof of small anti-tank, armour-piercing shot it might be
decided to set aside, as a standard, a batch of shot whose quality has been established by
special trials; against this standard, later batches can be compared. The variable measured
is the proportion of shot which fail to perforate a plate of specified thickness when fired with
a given striking velocity. The use of standard shot is necessary for calibration purposes,

because there are inevitable changes in toughness from one proof plate to another and only
a limited number of shot can be fired at a single plate. Then the situation might be summed
up as follows:*

Aim of proof. To ensure that as few batches as possible are passed into service which
are less effective than the standard.

Method of proof. Twelve rounds of the standard and twelve of the batch under test to be
fired, round for round, against a single test plate and a record kept of the number of failures
in each group, say a and b.

Routine sentencing rule. This should lay down a ready means of determining, from a
knowledge of a and b, whether to class the new batch as inferior to the standard or not.

Assumptions accepted in using rule. That the two samples of twelve shot have each been
randomly selected from the much larger batches. That against the particular plate used, a

proportion Pi of the standard and P2 of the new batch would fail to give satisfactory perforation at the specified striking velocity. That while Pi and P2 would be different for other
plates, if P2 >P1 for one plate, it will be so for all other plates. The objective is to segregate
batches of shot for which P2 > Pi*
* It has been somewhat, simplified for illustrative purposes, e.g. complete control of the striking
velocity is not in practice possible.
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7. Example of type B. Two types of heavy armour-piercing naval shell of the same

calibre are under consideration; they may be of different design or made by different firms.
Since the cost of producing and testing a single round of this kind runs into many hundreds
of pounds, the investigation is a costly one, yet the issues involved are far reaching. Twelve
shells of one kind and eight of the other have been fired; two of the former and five of the
latter failed to perforate the plate. In what way can a statistical test contribute to the
decision which must be taken on further action?

8. In dealing with Example A the guiding principle followed in seeking help from the
theory of probability can be very simple. We can set as our object a rule which:

(i) will result in an increasing chance of detecting that P2 >P1I the larger the difference;
(ii) willleaveonlyasmallchanceofsegregating thenewbatchwronglywhen, infact, P2- (Pi
Diagrammatically the rule would consist in segregating the new batch when the point (a, b)
falls within some such area as that shown shaded in

Fig. 1. In this problem involving a routine pro- 12
cedure, it is the long-run frequency of different con-

sequences of the proof sentencing which is of 10importance, and probability theory is introduced to \\ (a.)
provide a measure of expected frequency. This 8

method of introducing the theory of probability into
this proof problem is not necessarily the only one b 6that could be adopted in fixing a routine procedure,
but it is a simple one and, since simplicity has the 4 V
merit of appealing to the user's understanding, it has
great advantages.

9. When dealing with Example B a very con- C 2
siderable number of factors must be weighed in 0
the balance, and the result of a statistical test of Fig. 1

significance could never be the over-riding one.
There will be other information as to the effect of changes in shell design, possibly from

shell of different calibre; information as to the uniformity in quality of output of the
firm or firms concerned; questions of cost and of general policy. He would be a bold man who
would attempt to express these in numerical terms. Whereas when tackling problem A

it is easy to convince the practical man of the value of a probability construct related to
frequency of occurrence, in problem B the argument that 'if we were to repeatedly do so
and so, such and such result would follow in the long run' is at once met by the commonsense answer that we never should carry out a precisely similar trial again.

10. Nevertheless, it is clear that the scientist with a knowledge of statistical method
behind him can make his contribution to a round-table discussion, provided he has
acquired a grasp of the practical issues. Starting from the basis that individual shell will
never be identical in armour-piercing qualities, however good the control of production,

he has to consider how much of the difference between (i) two failures out of twelve and
(ii) five failures out of eight is likely to be due to this inevitable variability. There may be a
number of ways of sizing up the position involving different assumptions or hypothetical
constructs; he may follow one or several of these. The value of his advice is dependent almost
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142 Choice of statistical tests
entirely on the soundness of his scientific judgement, and very little on whether his backroom calculations have been based on inverse or direct probability or on an appeal to
fiducial argument.

11. How far, then, can one go in giving precision to a philosophy of statistical inference?
It seems clear that in certain problems probability theory is of value because of its close

relation to frequency of occurrence; such seems to be the case for my Example A. Tests can

be built up to satisfy the practical requirements in this field. In other and, no doubt, more
numerous cases there is no repetition of the same type of trial or experiment, but all the
same we can and many of us do use the same test rules to guide our decision, following the
analysis of an isolated set of numerical data. Why do we do this? What are the springs of

decision? Is it because the formulation of the case in terms of hypothetical repetition helps
to that clarity of view needed for sound judgement? Or is it because we are content that the

application of a rule, now in this investigation, now in that, should result in a long-run
frequency of errors in judgement which we control at a low figure ? On this I should not care
to dogmatize, realizing how difficult it is to analyse the reasons governing even one's own
personal decisions.
12. That the frequency concept is not generally accepted in the interpretation of statis-

tical tests is of course well known. With his characteristic forcefulness R. A. Fisher (1945b)
has recently written: 'In recent times one often repeated exposition of the tests of significance, by J. Neyman, a writer not closely associated with the development of these tests,

seems liable to lead mathematical readers astray, through laying down axiomatically, what
is not agreed or generally true, that the level of significance must be equal to the frequency

with which the hypothesis is rejected in repeated sampling of any fixed population allowed
by hypothesis. This intrusive axiom, which is foreign to the reasoning on which the tests of
significance were in fact based seems to be a real bar to progress.....
13. But the subject of criticism seems to me less an intrusive mathematical axiom than

a mathematical formulation of a practical requirement which statisticians of many schools
of thought have deliberately advanced. Prof. Fisher's contributions to the development of
tests of significance have been outstanding, but such tests, if under another name, were
discovered before his day and are being derived far and wide to meet new needs. To claim
what seems to amount to patent rights over their interpretation can hardly be his serious
intention. Many of us, as statisticians, fall into the all too easy habit of making authoritative

statements as to how probability theory should be used as a guide to judgement, but
ultimately it is likely that the method of application which finds greatest favour will be that
which through its simplicity and directness appeals most to the common scientific user's
understanding. Hitherto the uwer has been accustomed to accept the function of probability

theory laid down by the mathematicians; but it would be good if he could take a larger share
in formulating himself what are the practical requirements that the theory should satisfy

in application.
(ii) THE CHOICE OF STATISTICAL TESTS
14. One approach to follow in determining tests to be applied to the 2 x 2 class of problem

follows the lines that Neyman and I have adopted since 1928 in dealing with tests of statis-

tical hypotheses. Let me first recapitulate in broad terms the steps in that approach when
applied to a problem where the universe of possible observations can be represented by a
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finite set of discrete points. A test of significance may be described as a method of analysis

of statistical data which helps us to discriminate between alternative theories or hypotheses.
In order to make use of the theory of probability in the sense here understood, a random
process must either have been purposely introduced or be assumed to have been present in

the collection of data; then the hypothesis very often concerns the values of parameters
contained in the probability laws which, in the conceptual sphere, form the mathematical
counterpart of the sampling distributions of experience.

15. We proceed by setting up a specific hypothesis to test, H. in Neyman's and my
terminology, the null hypothesis in R. A. Fisher's. At the same time, in choosing the test, we

take into account alternatives to Ho which we believe possible or at any rate consider it
most important to be on the look out for. Thus we wish the test to have maximum discriminating power within a certain class of hypotheses. Three steps in constructing the test
may be defined:

Step 1. We must first specify the set of results which could follow on repeated application

of the random process used in the collection of the data; this may be termed the experimental probability set.

Step 2. We then divide this set by a system of ordered boundaries or contours such that
as we pass across one boundary and proceed to the next, we come to a class of results which
makes us more and more inclined, on the information available, to reject the hypothesis
tested in favour of alternatives which differ from it by increasing amounts.

Step 3. We then, if possible, associate with each contour level the chance that, if Ho is
true, a result will occur in random sampling lying beyond that level.
This rather crude statement of procedure will be developed in more detail in discussing
the problems that arise in connexion with the 2 x 2 table.
16. Notes on these points. (a) Step 1. This involves the definition of what Neyman and

I have termed the sample space, W. The application in three forms of the 2 x 2 problem is
discussed in paragraphs 19, 27 and 46 below.

(b) Step 2. For a given hypothesis under test there may be a number of ways of deriving
a system of contours, and only in certain cases can there be said to be complete agreement

on which is the 'best'. Practical expediency will often carry weight in the choice. It is widely
accepted that the choice cannot be made without paying regard to the admissible hypotheses

alternative to H.,, whether this process is given formal precision or taken as a broad guide.
In our first papers (Neyman & Pearson, 1928 a, b) we suggested that the likelihood ratio
criterion, A, was a very useful one to employ in determining a family of contours which

would be ordered in relation to our confidence in the hypothesis tested when set against

the background of admissible alternatives. Thus Step 2 preceded Step 3. In later papers

(Neymnan & Pearson, 1933, 1936 and 1938) we started with a fixed value for the chance, e,
of Step 3 and determined the associated contour, taking account of what we termed the
power of a test with regard to the alternative hypotheses. The family of Step 2 followed

on giving decreasing values to e. However, although the mathematical procedure may
put Step 3 before 2, we cannot put this into operation before we have decided, under

Step 2, on the guiding principle to be used in choosing the contour system. That is why
I have numbered the steps in this order.
(c) Step 3. If this can be accomplished, we have what Neyman and I called control of the
'I st kind of error'. In problems where, as below, we are concerned with discrete rather than
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continuous probability distributions (e.g. for the binomial, the Poisson, the multinomial
and the hypergeometric distributions), this objective cannot always be achieved, and it
may be necessary to be satisfied with a knowledge of an upper limit of the chance of rejecting
the hypothesis tested when it is true.

(iii) APPLICATION OF THIS APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF DATA CLASSED IN A 2 x 2 TABLE
17. The frequencies of the data in the table may be defined in the following notation:
Table 1
Col. 1 Col. 2 Total

Row

I

Row

2

Total

a

b

r

c

m

d

n

8

N

If we follow in turn the steps defined above to determine the method of interpretation of
such data, the requirements of the appropriate tests are seen to follow very simply, although
mathematical or computational difficulties arise in implementing them. On taking Step 1
we can separate out at once the three types of problem which Barnard has differentiated;*

these I shall call Problems I, II and III. They are distinguished by the sample space having
1, 2 and 3 dimensions respectively. From the mathematical point of view it might seem more
logical to take them in the reverse order, adding first one and then a second restriction to

the 3-dimensioned case of Problem III. For a simple exposition, I think the reverse procedure

of building up from I to III is preferable and this has been adopted in the following sections.
(iV) PROBLEM I

18. This may be described as the test of the significance of the difference between two
treatments after these have been randomly assigned to a group of N = m + n individuals
(Barnard terms it the 2 x 2 independence trial). To use the terminology of a particular

application, we may say that we are observing the presence or absence of 'reaction X'.
The first treatment is applied to m and the second to n of the N individuals; as a result a/m
and b/n show reaction X.

19. In this case the random process has been applied within the group of N individuals,

and its repetition would simply involve other random reassignments of the two treatments
among the N. No assumption is made as to how the N individuals were selected from some

larger universe. The repetition may be hypothetical, in the sense that it often could not
take place, e.g. if reaction X = death. Indeed, repetition under the same essential conditions
is frequently impossible in practice. But this correspondence between the frequency of
results upon hypothetical repetition and the probability distribution of the counterpart
mathematical model forms an accepted part of the process of reasoning whereby (following
* Statisticians had, of course, all been more or less conscious of these differences, but, at any rate
in my own case, it was discussion with Mr Barnard which made it easy to see the problem in its full
clarity.
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the present approach) we use probability theory as a basis for inference. The hypothesis

tested is that while some individuals show reaction X and some do not, the result would be

the same whichever treatment were applied asfar as these N individuals are concerned. Thus,
on the null hypothesis, there are r = a + b individuals who will react and s = c + d who will
not, whatever the assignment of treatments.

20. The chance that a will react in m and b = r -a in n is, therefore, if the hypothesis
be true,

Pa I N , rml= m!n! r! s! (1)
P1{ajN~r~m} a! b! c!d!N!'(1

This expression is proportional to the coefficient of Xa in the hypergeometric series

F(cfl, y,x) = F(-r, -n,n-r+ L,x). (2)
Thus, taking m > n, a can assume values of
(i) 0, 1, ..., r if r n,

(ii) r-n, r-n+1, ..., r if n<r m,
(iii) r-n, r-n+1, ..., m if r>m.
For this probability distribution, it is known (K. Pearson (1899) and Kendall (1943, p. 127))

0

v

I

4

2

4

3

4

4

4

5

4

6

4

7

Treatment 2 more likely to cause reaction 'T'reatmcnt 1 more likely to cause reaction
Fig. 2

that

Mean

a

=

-k-

(3)

Variance of a = oa2= m2n1) (4)
21. For the particular case
N=20, r=7, mn=12, n=8,

the terms in the distribution of Pl{a 1 20,7, 12} are shown as ordinates in Fig. 2 and given in
the accompanying Table 2. The experimental probability set consists of the eight alter-

native values for a, viz. 0, 1, ..., 7 with which the probabilities tabled are associated if Ho is
true. Further

Meana = d- = 4-2, o>a = 1-0721. (5)
Biometrika

34
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22. Next consider step 2. The purpose of the investigation is to test the hypothesis
that the difference between a/i 2 and (r-a)/8 has resulted simply from a random
partition of 20 individuals, of whom r will show reaction X in whichever treatment

group they are included. The experiment gives r = 7. The contour levels fall between
the 8 points of the set as shown in Fig. 2; the further a lies towards the right, the more

inclined we shall be to accept the alternative hypothesis that a/1 2> (r -a)/8 because
treatment 1 is more effective than treatment 2. The further a lies to the left, the more

we shall incline towards the reverse alternative. To complete Step 3, we have only to
calculate the sums of the tail terms of the hypergeometric series, as shown in Table 2 for
the special case.

Table 2. Problem I. Chances for special case N = 20, r = 7, m 12, if Ho is true
Chance of a or less

a

of

Chance

a

True value Normal approx.

0

0.0001

1

00043

0000
0004

0-000
0*006

2 0*0477 0*052 0-056
3 0*1987 0251 0257

4 0*3576

Chance of a or more

True value Normal approx.

5
6

0*2861 0*392 0*390
0*0954 0*106 0113

7

0*0102

0*010

0016

23. Having set up the machinery of the test, we come to the practical question. Beyond
which contour levels must a fall before we infer that there is a treatment difference? Not,

I think, in the example, if a were 3, 4 or 5; possibly if a 6, more probably if a = 2 and almost
certainly if a = 0, 1 or 7. Were we to fix as critical levels those between a = 1 and 2 on the

one hand, and between a = 6 and 7 on the other, then we should be guided in our decision
by the following knowledge: if there were no treatment difference, so that seven out of the

twenty individuals would have shown reaction X whichever treatment were applied, then
the chance under random assignment of treatments that a < 2 or > 6 is only 0014 or 1 in 70.
Had we taken the critical levels between 2 and 3 and between 6 and 7, the corresponding
chance would be 0-062 or 1 in 16. This summing up in terms of probability helps towards
the balanced decision on the next practical step to be taken, because it helps us to assess the

extent of purely chance fluctuations that are possible. It may be assumed that in a matter

of importance we should never be content with a single experiment applied to twenty individuals; but the result of applying the statistical test with its answer in terms of the chance
of a mistaken conclusion if a certain rule of inference were followed, will help to determine
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the lines of further experimental work and the degree of confidence with which we proceed
provisionally to adopt a new technique.
24. An experiment falling under this head has the advantage that the random process
introduced is under complete control. The analysis will give an answer in probability terms

whether the N individuals have been randomly selected from a larger whole or not. But this
answer is limited in the sense that it relates only to the N; if we wish to draw conclusions

about a wider population or populations, then a random selection of the N or, separately,

of both its parts m and n is needed. Thus we come to Problems II and III.
25. Approximation to the hypergeometric terms. When dealing with small numbers, the
calculation of the tail terms of the series may not be laborious, but it soon becomes so when
r is large. An obvious approximation is that obtained by using an integral under the normal
curve with the mean and standard deviation of equations (3) and (4) to represent the sum

of the hypergeometric terms. As usual when approximating to the sum of the terms for

x = a, a + 1, a + 2, .. ., etc., of a discrete probability distribution by the integral under a

continuous curve, we take this integral from the point x = a -. Thus Fig. 3 shows the

normal curve 1

p(x) -(27=)T exp [-a(x-d)2/oJ] (6)

with d and ora as in equations (5), and the approximation to the sum of the hypergeometric
terms for a = 6 and 7 is rc

p p(x) dx,

px5.5

represented by the area marked with cross-hatching. The approximations for different

levels are shown in Table 2, and are seen in this case to be quite adequate for the purpose of

the test. Further comparisons are made in the Appendix, and it appears that provided m
and n are fairly nearly equal, as they are likely to be in most planned experiments of the

Problem I type, the normal approximation is surprisingly good. Yates (1934) has suggested
a method of further correction.

26. The correction for continuity. In the 2 x 2 table connexion, the improvement obtained

by taking the normal integral (i) from x = a - i if a > a- or (ii) from x = a + i if a < -a (so that
we are summing for the lower tail), was pointed out by Yates (1934) and has often been
termed 'Yates's correction for continuity'. It is, however, the natural adjustment to make

on the basis of the Euler-Maclaurin theorem, when approximating to a sum of ordinates
by an integral and without wishing to detract from the value of Yates's suggestion in this
particular problem, it should be pointed out that the adjustment was used by statisticians

well before 1934, when employing a normal or skew curve to give the, sum of terms of a
binomial or hypergeometric series.*
(V) PROBLEM II

27. This may be described as the test of whether the proportion of individuals bearing a

character A is the same in two different populations, from each of which a random sample
has been drawn, i.e. the test of the hypothesis that

p1(A)

=

P2(A)

=p,

(7)

* The method was in use in the Department of Applied Statistics when I joined the staff in 1921,
and may have been current many years before that.
IO-2
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where p is some common but unspecified proportion. Barnard describes this as the case of

the 2 x 2 comparative trial. Here m individuals have been drawn at random from the first

population and n from the second, and it is found that a/m and b/n, respectively, bear the
character A. The conditions are assumed to be such that if the random procedure of selection
were repeated, the appropriate probability distributions for a and b would be given by the
terms of binomial expansions. Table 3 shows the observed results.

Table 3

No. with No.Toa

character A without A Total

1st

sample

2nd

a

sample

Total

c

b

r

m

d

8

n

N

2

h
4 * *0*0*0*0*0
*0
0
1)0O8

30

\
20

7
0

0

*0
0

~

*

~0

*

0\0I

*
0

*
0

0

0
0

Inthsprblmthr hav bee *tw o aplcton of rnom seeton poces noton
n a t 0b4 w h be r i th l

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

to

11

12

(I

Fig. 3. The curves ABC and A'B'C' represent the significance contours L,, and Le. respectively.

In this problem there have been two applications of a random selection process, not one
as for Problem I, and the experimental probability set consists of the (m + l) (n + l) alternative values of the doublet (a, b) (O < a < m, 0 < b < n) which can be represented in the lattice
diagram shown in Fig. 3 for the special case m = 12, n = 8. It might, of course, be argued
that in the hypothetical repetition of the selection process m and n need not remain constant,

but this, I think, would introduce an unnecessary complication into the probability set-up.
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28. The question before us is whether the result (a, b) is consistent with the hypothesis

Ho defined in equation (7) above, or whether it suggests that either PI > P2 or that PI <P2*
A little reflexion shows that we have no reason to reject Ho if the point (a, b) lies near the
diagonal line on which a/mn = b/n, but, broadly speaking, are more and more likely to do so
the farther the point falls front this line in the direction of the corners (0, n) and (m, 0) of the
lattice diagram. This statement requires amplification. In defining the significance contours

we may consider the following question: If Ho is not true, what departures from equality
in Pi and P2 do we regard it of equal importance to detect? Should the power of the test be
roughly the same for constant values, for example, of

(a) P1-P2) (b) P1/P2 or (c) 1P1 11P2
The procedure which I have adopted in the sections which follow is frankly one of expediency. I have not considered in detail how to choose a family of significance contours

satisfying requirements formulated in advance, but have taken those suggested by the
customary large-sample procedure which gives contours of the form ABC, A'B'C' drawn

in Fig. 3. These will, I believe, make the power of the test to detect a difference more nearly
dependent on the ratio of the odds given by (c) than on either of the expressions (a) or (b).

E. B. Wilson (1941) chooses the expression (a). This point, however, needs further investigation. It should be noted that a similar problem, in the case where the sampling distributions follow the Poisson law, was discussed very fully by Przyborowski & Wilenski (1939).
29. Besides involving a 2-dimensional instead of a 1-dimensional experimental pro-

bability set, Problem II differs from Problem I in that we need an answer which is independent of the unknown common probability p of the null hypothesis. In Problem I the part

of p was played by the fraction r/N given by the data. We are concerned now with what
Neyman and I (Neyman & Pearson, 1933) have termed a composite hypothesis, and were
it possible would like the contour levels to bound regions which are 'similar to the sample

space with regard to the parameter p' (loc. cit. p. 313) (i.e. are independent of p). The
following considerations show the lines along which a first attack of the problem can proceed.

30. If Ho is true and equation (7) holds, then the probability of the observed result may

be

written*

MIt

n!

P2{a I p, m x P2{b I p, n ! pa(p)cxb pb( p) (8.1)

_ N! r(I_ ) m!n! r!s

-r! s! prlpsa! b! c!d!N!(82

=P2{r I p, N} x Pl{a I N. r, m}. (8.3)
Thus the probability of obtaining the doublet (a, b) in sampling from two populations with
a common p may be regarded as the product of two terms:

(i) The probability that a + b _ r or that the point (a, b) in Fig. 3 falls on a diagonal line

on which r = constant. This probability, P2{r I p, N}, is the (r + 1 )th term in the expansion
of the binomial
((I _p) +p)N.

(ii) The relative probability, given r, of the observed partition into a and b = r - a; this

is independent of p and is identical with the expression Pl{a I N, r, m} of equation (1), i.e. is
proportional to a term of the hypergeometric series (2).
* It will be seen that P1{ } has been used to denote a hypergeometric probability and P2{ } a
binomial probability.
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31. If, now, it were possible to draw a boundary line L6 such as ABC shown in Fig. 3,
cutting off at the end of each diagonal, r = constant, a group of points (a, r - a) such that

a

Y [Pl{a I N, r, m}] = c, (9)

where e is a fraction between 0 and 1 chosen at will, then the requirement of Step 3 would

be satisfied. For in rejecting Ho when (a, b) fall beyond this boundary,* the chance of doing
so if Ho were true would be
N

N

E[P2{rIp,N}xe]
= ex E[P2{rIp,N}] = C, (10)
rhO r=O
i.e. would be independent of the unknown common p of the hypothesis tested. The test

would then be analogous to 'Student's' test for the significance of the difference between

two means, where we have a system of contour levels L, each associated with a chance e,
independent of the values of any unknown parameters which are irrelevant to the composite hypothesis tested.
32. Unfortunately, this objective cannot be achieved because we are not dealing with

continuous probability distributions and P,{a I N, r, m} exists only at discrete, integral
values of a. If we follow the present line of approach, all that is possible is to take contour
or significance levels which cut off from an end of each diagonal, r = constant, a group of
points for which

E [Pl{a I N. r, mlk] =jr<
a

Then, in rejecting 110 when (a, b) falls beyond such a contour, we know that the chance of
doing so, if Ho is true, will be

N

E [P2{r Ip,N} X/r] 6 (12)

r=0

It is clear that the amount by which the probability falls below e will be a function of p,
and that in taking Step 3 we are only associating with each significance level L6 an upper

limit, e, to the probability of rejecting Ho when it is true.
33. We have still, of course, to determine the most appropriate system of significance
levels and to set out a ready means of finding an upper limit, e, associated with the level on
which an observed doublet (a, b) falls.t Mr Barnard has broken new ground in
(i) defining for this Problem II one systematic method of determining a family of levels

L. based on-certain clearly defined principles;
(ii) determining the true upper bound to the associated probability e which, in the case

of small samples at any rate, may be considerably below that which has hitherto been used.
Since, however, much tabling is needed before his theoretical advance can be followed
by a practical working rule available for samples of any sizes, m and n, I think it is worth
while describing the cruder handling of the lattice diagram which I had discussed in 1938-9
* There would be a similar series of boundaries, L', below the diagonal a/m = b/n, such as A'B'G'
of Fig. 3.

t The likelihood ratio A might be used in determining the family of significance contours, as was

suggested in connexion with the general X' problem (Neyman & Pearson, 1928b, p. 283). In large
samples A would approximately equal ees , where u is given by equation (22) below.
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lectures. This involves, perhaps, not much more than a restatement of what may be termed
the classical approach to Problem I1 (see paras. 43 and 44 below), but it does bring out the

difference between Problems I and tI, which I think important.
34. It may be well to emphasize here that this distinction between the handling of

Problems I and II is not universally accepted. Fisher has set out his approach as follows in
a paper read before the Royal Statistical Society (1935): 'To the many methods of treatment
hitherto suggested for the 2 x 2 table the concept of ancillary information suggests this new
one. Let us blot out the contents of the table, leaving only the marginal frequencies. If it

be admitted that these marginal frequencies by themselves supply no information on the
point at issue, namely, as to the proportionality of the frequencies in the body of the table,
we may recognize the information they supply as wholly ancillary; and therefore recognize
that we are concerned only with the relative probabilities of occurrence of the different ways
in which the table can be filled in, subject to these marginal frequencies.'
This view has also been supported by Yates (1934). As I understand it, Fisher would refer

the observation (a, b) to a linear set (as in my Problem I), however the data have been
collected; this attitude follows readily if we discard the requirement that the probability
distribution used in the test must be related to the frequency distribution that would be
generated by repeated application of the random sampling process employed in the experi-

ment. It will be seen that with Fisher's approach there is a gain in simplicity in handling
the analysis; it must remain a matter of opinion whether there is a loss in the relevance

of the probability construct to the question at issue. It is, of course, only when handling
small samples or in cases where (a, b) lies close to one of the corners (0, 0) or (in, n) of the
lattice that this need for choice between probability constructs is thrust upon us.

(Vi) SOLUTION OF PROBLEM II, USING THE NORMAL APPROXIMATION

35. If the samples are large, the calculation of hypergeometric terms becomes laborious
and we turn naturally, as in so many other statistical problems, to the approximation using
the normal curve. In fact, except when r or s are very small or m and n very different in

magnitude, the normal curve with mean and standard deviation given by equations (3)
and (4) provides a surprisingly good approximation to the relative probability distribution

of a for fixed r, viz. Pl{a j N, r, m} (see Appendix). Define use as the deviate of the standardized
normal curve for which

6= f I(2)e-"du, (end2)2 (13)
Then we can draw across the lattice diagram a significance level Le above and another L'
below* the diagonal a/m = b/n such that
(i) all points (a, b) for which
(a

+

s

)

a

<

_

be

(14)

lie beyond, i.e. above, L.;
(ii) and all points (a, b) for which

(a -2 )-a

(

)

(15)

lie beyond, i.e. below, Le.
* The words 'above' and 'below' are used in the sense of Figs. 3 and 4.
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If we wish to take special action either when a/m is significantly less than b/n or significantly
greater, then we shall use both levels L1 and Lo; if only, however, when a/m < b/n, then we use
L6. The corresponding probability levels would be obtained by making e for the second case

twice its value for the first. Fig. 4 shows the 247 relative probabilities Pl{a I N, r, mn} for the
case n = 18, n = 12. The unbroken, stepped lines are two contour levels determined in this

way. Purely for convenience in drawing, the level with e = 005 and u0.0 O = 1 6445 has been
put above the diagonal and that with e = 0-01 and uO.01 = 2-3263 below.
36. If the normal approximation to the hypergeometric series were correct, it would
follow that along every diagonal, r = constant, the sum of the relative probabilities for

points above L6 would satisfy the inequality (11). Hence the inequality (12) for the complete

area of the lattice above L. would hold, whatever the value of the common p. A similar result
would hold for the area below LE. Of course, the normal approximation will not hold precisely, particularly when r or s are small, but here we shall generally be on the safe side, in

the sense that the hypergeometric distribution is flat-topped with abrupt ends so that the

fr of equation (11) will be considerably less than e, and often zero.
37. It is interesting to examine the results set out in Fig. 4 with the help of the detailed
calculations given in Table 4. Columns (2) and (3) give, for constant r, the mean and standard

deviation of P.{a 1 30, r, 18}, while columns (4) (for L0.05) and (8) (for L'.01) give the cut-off
points defined by the normal approximation, i.e.

al=1 a--Uo.oX05 x a and a2 = a+ + - UOxl a ( 16)
The sums of the relative probabilities Pl{a j 30, r, 18} for a < a, and a > a2 are given in
cols. (5) and (9) respectively. Thus, for example, for r = 7

a, = 4-2-0 5-1-6449 x 1 1543 = 1-80,
and the sum of the probabilities for a = 0 and 1 is
0 0004 + 0 0082 = 0-0086.

These are the tail sums, termed fir in equation (11). It is clear from an examination of
cols. (5) and (9) that they are all less, and many of them very much less than 0.05 and 0.01.
This is inevitable with a discrete distribution containing few terms. The contour levels have
been drawn conventionally in Fig. 4 as steps passing through the half-integer points and
not through the cut-off points of cols. (4) and (8). Clearly, whichever way they are drawn,
they will separate off the same subset of the (m + 1) (n + 1) points in the lattice diagram
38. The next question is this. If we were to use either of these levels, what in fact would

be the chance of the sample doublet (a, b) falling beyond, if the null hypothesis were true?
This will depend on the common value of p. The product sums

Ne N N!r
E [P2{r
I p, N} x fir] = r pl fp i x (17)
r=-=O ~r= 0 Lr! s! p(7
obtained by multiplying the expressions in cols. (5) and (9) of Table 4 by the appropriate
binomial terms are shown for a variety of values of p in Table 5, cols. (2) and (3). It is clear

at once how far on the safe side we are in saying that these chances are K 0.05 and 0.01
respectively. Similar calculations were carried out for a second example, taking m = n = 10,
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and the results are shown in Table 5, cols. (6) and (7). In this case, the actual chances of
(a, b) falling on or beyond the significance levels are even further below the nominal limits

of 0.05 and 0.01. In fact, it becomes clear that in the case of small samples, at any rate, this
method of introducing the normal approximation gives such an overestimate of the true
chances of falling beyond a contour as to be almost valueless.

Table 5. Showing the difference between nominal and actual significance levels
lst example: In = 18, n = 12 2nd example: m _ 10 = n

Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2
p

p

true) True chance of True chance of True chance of True chance of true)
falling on or falling on or falling on or falling on or
beyond beyond beyond beyond

LO.05 L 0.01 LO.05 L'o.01 Loo05 L'o.01 Lo05 L'0.01
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

005 0*0010 0*0000 00478 0*0000 0*0000 0 0000 0*0069 0 0000 005
0.1 00054 0*0000 00602 00003 00005 0.0000 00251 0 0005 041
02 00141 00003 0-0483 00043 00037 00007 0*0455 0 0037 0.2
o03 00174 00012 00490 00091 00058 00014 00495 0 0058 0o3
04 00204 00023 00542 00108 00062 00017 00546 0.0062 0 4
05 00219 00028 0*0498 00109 0*0062 0*0015 00572 0.0062 05

0*6 0*0221 00035 0-0437 0*0119 Repeat as for 1-p 0-6
07 0-0204 00037 0*0431 0*0120 0 7
0*8 0*0126 0*0031 00459 0*0113 0.8
0 9 00019 00009 0X0282 0*0052 09
0.95 0.0001 0*0001 0*0058 0.0010 095

39. Before considering a second method, it will be useful to recapitulate certain character-

istics of what I have termed Method 1. It provides for any nominal value of e one systematic
procedure of defining a critical boundary or significance level cutting off a region from the

lattice diagram. Neither the subgroup of points cut off, nor the sum of the probabilities
associated with them for a givenp, will alter continuously with e; they will change by discrete
steps as the cut-off point, defined in para. 37, passes through a point (a, b). While we shall
sometimes want to know whether the observed (a, b) falls beyond a level L specified in

advance, more often we shall ask what is the level on which (a, b) falls. This, using Method 1,
we find by calculating

__-_(a +a-1-di
a- 2 if a< or u= 2 if a>a, (18)
GTa

crJa

and finding e from the normal integral of equation (13). In this way the nominal chance e
will be a little nearer the true upper limit than the figures in Table 5 suggest,* but not enough
to modify the criticism expressed above.

* It will be seen from Table 4 that no point (a, b) gives a fr in cols. (5) and (9) of exactly 005 or 001,
respectively, so that no points actually lie on LO.05 or Loo1
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40. Method 2.. The introduction of the correction of I2 for continuity is certainly appropriate in using the normal approximation to the hypergeometric series in Problem I,
but I think it is not helpful in Problem II where we are concerned with a 2-dimensional

experimental probability set. If instead of obtaining significance levels L, and L6 as in
paras. 35-37, we obtain them from inequalities similar to (14) and (15) but with the correc-

tion of i omitted, then there are several points to be noted:
(a) For the significance level L6, the expression

Pr= [P,{a I N. r, ml], (19)
a

where the summation is for values of a on the diagonal, r = constant, for which

aa

=

-u6

Xra

(20)

will be sometimes less and sometimes greater than e. Hence, in the balance, it seems likely
that the chance of the point (a, b) lying beyond L6 or

N N'!

IV L P(1P)Sxfl ] (21)

will lie closer to e than when the 2- correction is used. The position will be the same for L,.
(b) In drawing repeated samples of m and n from two populations in which there is a
common chance, p, of an individual possessing character A, the ratio
a-a

a-rm/N

(22)

t /_ mnrs

4N2(N- 1)

has, whatever be p, (i) an expectation of zero, (ii) a unit standard deviation.* The shape of

the distribution will, of course, depend on p, but, faut de mieux, we may not in the long run
do too badly by assuming it to be normal. It is, of course, the weighted combination of a
number of hypergeometric series whose shape depends on r.

41. Consider the result of applying this Method 2 to the case m = 18, n = 12 already
discussed. The procedure for determining the 005 and 0 01 significance levels will be exactly
as under Method 1, except that the continuity correction of ! is omitted. The resulting levels

are shown as dashed, stepped lines in Fig. 4.t They fall, on the whole, inside the significance
levels obtained by Method 1. Now turn to Table 4, where cols. (6) and (10) show the cut-off

points a half unit further in towards the diagonal a/m = b/n. Cols. (7) and ( 11) give the values
of fir; some of these are considerably above the nominal values of e = 0 05 and 0-01, others
are still well below. But from the approach to Problem II that has been adopted, this is
immaterial since the experimental probability set is the 2-dimensioned one of the lattice

diagram and is not restricted to the diagonal r = constant on which the observed point
(a, b) may happen to lie. What we are concerned with is the summed chance given by expression (21) and the value of this is given for eleven values of p in cols. (4) and (5) of Table 5. It

will be seen that this true chance does sometimes exceed the nominal values of 0-05 and 0 01,
* Provided cases where r or 8 are zero, making the expression (22) indeterminate with u = 0/0,

are excluded. Mr Barnard has pointed out that one way of avoiding this exclusion would be to lay

down that, when u = 0/0, we assign to the ratio a value chosen at random from a population (say
normal) with zero mean and unit variance.

t Again, for convenience the 5 % level is drawn above and the 1 % level below the diagonal.
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but never by very much. Again, for the second example with m = 10 = n (Table 5, cols.
(8) and (9)) the true chance, while it sometimes exceeds the nominal value, is always con-

siderably nearer it than using the significance levels of Method 1.

42. It is clear that no final conclusions can be based on two numerical examples, but it
seems that the test of the null hypothesis in Problem II should be carried out as follows:
(a) When m, n, r or s are small, with the help of tables prepared on Barnard's lines, based
on an ordered classification of the points in the lattice diagram, and giving the true upper
bound of the chance that a point (a, b) falls on or beyond the level on which the observed
result lies. The particular basis of his classification may, of course, be modified.

(b) When m, n, r and 8 are large, by assuming that the u of equation (22) is a normal
deviate with unit standard deviation.

(vii) THE CLASSICAL APPROACH TO PROBLEM II

43. It has recently become customary to regard the test of significance applied to data
given in a 2 x 2 table as the limiting case of a x2 test with one degree of freedom. But Problem

II was originally answered in somewhat different terms. It was noted that if

pl(A) = P2(A) = p, (23)
then the fractions a/m and b/n would both have expectations of p and variances of p(1 - p)/m
and p(l -p)/n, respectively. Hence, if the null hypothesis were true, the difference

d

m n

a

-

b

(24)

would have mean d = 0 j
crd~~~~ = >[1 ) m+i]l (25)
In large samples, therefore, it might be expected that

d

_

a/mr-b/n

26

-d V[p(1-p) (1/mr+ 1/n)] (2)
would be approximately normally distributed. Since by the nature of the problem the
common value of p was unknown, an estimate was made from the sample, namely,
A

P

a+b

r

-r

+n

(7

N

(27)

Substituting this into equation (26), we have

d _a/rn- b/n (81

Sd V/[(r/N) (1 - r/N) (I /m + I /n)] (28.1)
a

-rrn/N

*(28.2)

44. The form (28.2) is easily derived from (28.1), if we remember that b = r-a, s = N-r
and m + n = N.* It is seen that the ratio d/sd is identical with the ratio u of equation (22),

except for a factor J[(N - 1)/N] which is unimportant in large samples. Thus the classical
test is practically identical with that suggested in paras. 40-42 above, though the two tests
are differently derived.

* A third alternative form is, of course, (ad - be) VN/V(mnrs).
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(Viii) PROBLEM III

45. This may be described as the test for the independence of two characters A and B.

It is supposed that the probability that an individual selected at random will possess

character A is p(A) and that he will not possess it is p(A) = 1 -p(A). The corresponding
probabilities for character B are p(B) and p(B) = 1 -p(B). Four alternative combinations

of the characters may occur, which may be denoted by AB, AB, AB and AB. The various

probabilities are set out in Table 6A. If the null hypothesis, Ho, specifying the independence
of A and B is true, then

p(AB) = p(A) xp(B), p(AB) = p(A)p(B), etc. (29)
To test the hypothesis, we have a random sample of N observations with frequencies of
occurrence of the combinations AB, AB, etc., which may be classified in the 2 x 2 scheme of
Table 6 B. The sampling conditions are such that the probabilities of Table 6A are the same

for all individuals selected, or, in conventional terms, the sample is drawn from an infinite
population. Barnard calls this problem that of the double dichotomy.

Table 6A. Probabilities Table 6B. Sample data
A

Al

Total

A

A

Total

B

p(AB)

p(AB)

p(B)

B

a

B

p(AB)

p(AB)

p(B)

B

b

Total

p(A)

p(A)

1

Total

c

m

d

r

8

n
N

46. In Problem III there is only one application of a random process, the selection of N
individuals, each one of which must fall into one or other of four alternative categories. If
the random process were repeated and another sample of N drawn, not only are the frequencies a, b, c and d free to vary, but also both marginal totals, i.e. m may change as well
as r. The experimental probability set will therefore contain results (a, b, c, d) restricted by
the conditions (i) that none of the frequencies can be negative and (ii) that

a+b+c+d

=

N.

(30)

Geometrically, as Barnard points out, the set can be represented in 3 dimensions by points
at unit intervals within a tetrahedron obtained by placing on- top of one another the series
of 2-dimensioned lattices of dimensions

Oxn, lx(n-1), 2x(n-2), ..., (m-l)xl, mxO. (31)
47. We are again testing a composite hypothesis and should like to determine a family of

critical surfaces to b6 used as significance levels, dividing the points within the tetrahedron
in such a way that the chance of the sample point (a, b, c, d)* lying outside a given surface

Le is equal to a, whatever the values of the unknown probabilities p(A) and p(B). But
again, as in Problem II, owing to the discontinuity in the set of points, there are no 'similar
* In view of the condition (30), the point can be defined by three co-ordinates, e.g. as (a, b, c),

(a, b, m) or (a, r, in). In view of the form of equation (32), the last system of co-ordinates will be used.
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regions'. We note that if Ho is true, the probability of the observed result is a term of the
multinomial expansion, viz.
N?

a! b! ! d !p(AB)ap(AB) p(AB)cp(AB)d
N?

=a!
n!!b!
p(B)m
(I1-p(B))n8()()
X ' p! 8(A)r (I1- p(A))s x m-I bn!r I8N!
c! d!pAPB

M!fl!P()lPB)r! s!P()l()Xa! b! c! d! N!

P2{m I p(B), N} x P2{r I p(A), N} x Pl{a I N, r, m}. (32)
Here, the notation of para. 30 has been repeated.

48. Thus the probability of obtaining a sample represented by the triplet (a, r, m) may be
regarded, if the characters A and B are independent, as the product of three terms:

(i) The probability of drawing m individuals with character B in a random sample of N,
i.e. the probability that (a, r, m) falls in a horizontal section of the tetrahedron on which
m = constant. This is the (m + 1 )th term in the expansion of the binomial

{(1 -p(B)) +p(B)}N.
(ii) The probability of drawing r individuals with character A in a random sample of N,
i.e. the probability that (a, r, m) falls on the vertical section of the tetrahedron on which
r = constant. This is the (r + 1 )th term in the expansion of

{(1 -p(A)) +p(A)}N.
(iii) The probability, given m and r, of the observed partition within the 2 x 2 table. This
term represents the relative probability associated with the points lying along a straight line

m = constant, r = constant; it is, of course, the same expression as has arisen in Problems
I and II and is proportional to a term in the hypergeometric series F( - r, - m, n - r + 1, 1).
49. We are faced with a situation similar to that met under Problem II. Were it possible

to cut off from each line on which m = constant, r = constant, a group of points such that
a

E [Pl{a I N, r, m}] = e, (33)

then the subset of points within the tetrahedron composed of the sum of these groups for
all possible combinations of m and r would have the property required of a 'critical region'

in a significance test: i.e. the chance that the point (a, r, m) is included in the region, if Ho
is true, would be e whatever values the irrelevant probabilities p(A) and p(B) assumed.
However, (33) cannot be satisfied in general, and all that is possible is to define a family of
significance contours such that the chance of a sample point falling beyond any one of them,

say Le, is < e. By using the normal approximation to the sum of the hypergeometric tailterms with the correction for continuity as described in paras. 35-39 for Problem II, we shall
be very much on the safe side, i.e. the formal level of e is likely to be much above the true
chance of falling beyond the level, whatever bep(A) orp(B). The presence of the two binomial

terms in equation (32) instead of the single term in equation (8.3), makes it likely that the
overestimation of e will be greater in Problem III than in II. It is to be expected, therefore,

that any any rate when neither m, n, r or s are too small, the better approximation will be
obtained by referring the u of equation (22) to the normal probability scale.
50. The handling of Problem III is discussed briefly by Barnard on p. 136 above.
There is clearly room for further investigation. The general nature of the approximation
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involved is of course that which arises in every X2 test for goodness of fit or for independence
in an h x k table, where we replace a distribution consisting of a finite set of probabilities at
discrete points in multiple space by a continuous distribution for which integration outside
ellipsoidal contours is straightforward.
(iX) GENERAL COMMENT

51. The duties of the statistician lie at many levels. He may be required merely to apply

an established technique of analysis to an assembly of numerical data and this application
may result in a statement, based on probability theory, of a 'level of significance' or a
'confidence interval', which will be used by others. Or he may be called on to share in
planning the investigation or experiment which is to provide the data and then to draw
conclusions from their analysis which will lead to further action. In this final role he needs

to bring into play faculties which are no monopoly of his calling, the qualities of sound
judgement which are the characteristics of a well trained, scientific mind. In the weighing
of evidence, the result of the statistical analysis, expressed in one or more conventional
probability figures, is only one factor in the summing up; as important, may be, is the
question of whether the mathematical model is a fair counterpart to the happenings in the

observational field. In addition, there will often be much information coming from outside
the range of the immediate investigation, yet hardly expressible in numerical terms, which
must influence decision.

52. It is perhaps hard experience gained in certain fields of war-time research, where

decisions had to be reached on statistical data far less ample than could be wished, which has
forced my own attention to this question: What weight do we actually give to the precise
value of a probability measure when reaching decisions of first importance? One subject for

examination falling under this inquiry is clearly the logical basis of the reasoning process

by which judgement is influenced as a result of the application of a test of significance. This
was the theme on which this paper opened. The approach illustrated in the pages which
followed is a personal one and is set down, with no claim to be the best, in order to provoke
thought and discussion. There appears no short route to a right answer in this matter; each
individual who hopes to use his own judgement to the full in drawing conclusions from the

statistical analysis of sampling data, must decide for himself what he requires of probability
theory.

53. In the approach which I have followed and illustrated on the analysis of data classed
in a 2 x 2 table, the appropriate probability set-up is defined by the nature of the random

process actually used in the collection of the data. Consideration of this point forms the

initial step in the determination of the appropriate test. On this score, what I have termed
Problems I, II and III are differentiated. The difference is fundamental and lies at the
bottom of the dilemma to which the Barnard-Fisher correspondence in Nature drew attention. It can be illustrated on the following data, given in Table 7, where I shall suppose that
the effect we are interested in is that making a significantly greater than b.
54. If (a) the results have been obtained by random assignment of Treatment 1 to
eighteen out of thirty individuals and Treatment 2 to the remaining twelve, and
(b) we merely ask whether the results are consistent with the hypothesis that the treat-

ments are equivalent as far as these thirty individuals are concerned, so that the difference

between the proportions 15/18 and 5/12 may reasonably be ascribed to a chance fluctuation,
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(c) we are then concerned with Problem I, i.e. simply with the probabilities associated

with the points (a, 20-a) on the diagonal r = 20 of Fig. 4. The chance of getting a > 15, if
the null hypothesis is true, is 0-0241,* or, using a common phrase, we can speak of the result

being significant at the 2-5 % level.
55. On the other hand, if a sample of 18 has been drawn randomly from one population

and a sample of 12 independently from a second and we wish to test whether p1(A) = p2(A),
then it seems to be an artificial procedure to restrict the experimental probability set to
the 11 points on the line r = 20, i.e. to the values of a: 8, 9, ..., 18. A repetition of the double
sampling process could give us a result (a, b) falling at any of the 19 x 13 = 247 points in
the lattice diagram of Fig. 4. There will be a number of ways of defining a family of significance levels for this 2-dimensioned set; if we adopt that discussed in paras. 40-41, which
Table 7
Frequency of results

For

problem

I

For

problem

A

II

Total

A

1st treatment Sample from 1st population a = 15 c = 3 m = 18
2nd treatment Sample from 2nd population b = 5 d = 7 n = 12

Total

r=

20

S=

10

N=30

gives as two of its members the dotted, stepped lines shown in Fig. 4, we can say that the
chance of a result falling beyond the lower line is certainly less than 0-015.t The observed
point, with a = 15, b = 5 falls beyond the line, so that the result is undoubtedly 'significant

at the 1-5 % level'.
56. These two probabilities, 2-5 and 1.5 %, are not the same, but there is no inconsistency
in their difference. The character of the two investigations is different and to treat Problem II

as though it were Problem I seems to call for a probability set-up which is unnecessarily

artificial, when a simpler one is available. Admittedly by getting what seems to me a closer
relation between the probability set-up and the experimental procedure, we have sacrificed
some simplicity in handling the 2 x 2 table. But this is only the case when dealing with

small numbers. For large numbers the methods of handling Problems I, II and III become,
practically, identical.

57. Consider again the heavy shell problem described in para. 7 above. If we are to introduce probability theory, it seems to me that we should regard the problem as one in which
we have a sample of m = 12 from the possible output of shell made to one design or by one

firm and of n = 8 from the possible output of a second. This sampling may be hypothetical
in that these may be 'pilot' shell, the first off production; nevertheless, this construct is
* For the normal curve approximation, using the correction for continuity, we find
U= (15-I- 12.0)/1*2865= 1I943.
The proportionate area under the normal curve beyond this deviation is 0026.

t Table 5, col. (5) shows the largest value of this chance to be 00120 for p = 0-3. This figure cannot
be much exceeded for other p's though I have not determined the precise maximum. I give 0-015 as
a safe-side limit.
Biometrika

34
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clearly less artificial than one in which, on the null hypothesis, we regard the experiment as
though it were made on twenty shells, to twelve of which has been randomly assigned the
label 'Made by firm X' and to the other eight, 'Made by firm Y'.
58. It is clear that in the heavy shell problem there may be many reasons to doubt
whether the rounds fired can be regarded as a random sample from future output. That is
why I have emphasized that the exploration which the statistician makes in private will not
necessarily be presented in figures at the conference table. In this example, the proportions

of successful perforations were 2/12 and 5/8; these put us on the line, r = 7, of the lattice
diagram for which the hypergeometric probabilities were shown in Fig. 2. The sum of the
terms with a < 2 is 5 2 % (normal approximation, using the -correction, 5 6 %). This is

the chance of getting as great or a greater positive difference, b - a, if Ho were true, treating
the case as Problem I. Barnard's method has not yet been extended to cover this case,
but if we were to use the large sample method for handling Problem II, described in my
paras. 40-41, we should find from equation (22) that

u = (2-4.2)/1.072= -205,

which puts (a, b) outside the upper 2 5 % level.

59. Were the action taken to be decided automatically by the side of the 5 % level on
which the observation point fell, it is clear that the method of analysis used would here be
of vital importance. But no responsible statistician, faced with an investigation of this
character, would follow an automatic probability rule. The result of either approach would
raise considerable doubts as to whether the performance of the first type of shell was as good

as that of the second, but without the whole background of the investigation it is impossible
to say what the statistician's recommendation as to further action would be.
60. In the example of the proof of anti-tank shot discussed in para. 6, the chance of

perforation, p, while varying from plate to plate and batch to batch, will almost certainly
not range through the whole interval 0-1. The striking-velocity of the shot would also

probably be adjusted so that for average proof-plate and batches, p was near 2. Then the

discriminating level (or levels*) set across the 13 x 13 lattice diagram would be fixed paying
regard to the likely variation in p; thus a fairly close upper limit could be calculated to the

true probability of (a, b) falling beyond the level if the fresh batch were of the same quality
as the standard. This is the upper limit of the risk of segregating the batch wrongly.
61. Precisely similar problems arise for consideration in even more difficult form in the
analysis of data arranged in a h x k table, where h or k or both are > 2. It has become common

practice to speak of the solution of this problem in terms of 'fixed marginal totals', but it
may be questioned whether the restriction in the experimental probability set implied is
generally appropriate. The frequencies in a h x k table may have been obtained by many
different sampling procedures for, as in the 2 x 2 problem, a single form of tabular presentation
will follow from a variety oftypes ofinvestigation. For most of these, a repetition of the random
process of selection would give results with either one or both sets of marginal totals changed.
62. For convenience in solution we may, of course, start by considering the distribution
of our test criterion, on the null hypothesis, within the sub-set of results for which the margins
* It is possible that two levels might be taken with the associated proof rules: (i) if (a, b) falls beyond
the outer one, reject the batch; (ii) if between outer and inner, fire further rounds; (iii) if within the
inner level, accept the batch.
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are fixed. If this distribution were the same whatever these fixed values, then the overall,
distribution for unrestricted sampling would be the same as that for variation subject to

fixed margins. Thus, mathematically, the solution of the partial problem would be a step in
the solution of the complete one. But when applying x2 analysis to an h x k table, this result
is only true as a large-sample approximation.
63. If we use the mathematical model which it is suggested gives the most direct aid in

reasoning from the observations, i.e. that which regards the experimental probability set
as generated by a repetition of the random process of selection used in collecting the data,

then in the majority of cases we cannot regard the marginal totals as fixed. Thus a rigorous
treatment would lead, as in the case of the 2 x 2 table, to a differentiation into a number of

solutions. It is to be hoped, however,* unless the numbers in the margins are very small,
that the x2 approximation with its appropriate degrees of freedomt will give results which
are not misleading. This approximation leads, of course, in the 2 x 2 table to the reference

of the ratio u of equation (22) to the normal probability scale. Some aspects of the approximation in this more general case were discussed by Yates (1934, pp. 233-35).

64. In closing I should like again to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr G. A. Barnard.
Having had the good fortune to discuss these problems with him and see drafts of his work
over a period of 2 or 3 years it is difficult to say how many of his ideas have been built unconsciously into my own earlier approach. But I am especially aware of the clarification

which his emphasis on the distinction between Problems I, II and III brought to my survey.
I am also very grateful to Mr M. G. Kendall, Dr R. C. Geary and Dr B. L. Welch for a number

of helpful criticisms, and to Mrs Maxine Merrington for her extensive computing work, which
has alone made possible the various numerical illustrations that I have given.
* From the point of view both of the exponents of the fixed marginal and unrestricted marginal
approach.

t The statement that, for example, in applying the test of independence of two characters to an
h x k table, the degrees of freedom are (h - 1) x (k - 1), does not of course mean that sampling is restricted by fixed marginal totals. All that is implied is that approximately the overall distribution of

the x2 function of the observations used, is the same as that for sampling within the restricted sub-set;
this is because the distribution within each sub-set is approximately independent of the particular
marginal totals which define it.
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APPENDIX
THE NORMAL CURVE APPROXIMATION IN PROBLEM I
1. The following Tables 8 and 9 (A), (B) and (C) show the order of accuracy which results
from using the normal curve integral as an approximation to the tail sums in the series

P1{a I N,
r,m}
m! =!r! (34)
a! b! c!
d! N!
the terms of which are proportional to those in the hypergeometric series
F(-r, -m, N-m-r+ 1, 1).

Here a is a variable which can assume the range of positive, integral values indicated

under (i), (ii) and (iii) in para. 20 above, while N, r and m- are fixed. The relation
between these quantities and b, c, d, n and s is given in Table 1, para. 17. The method of
approximation, using the 'i' correction for continuity, has been discussed in para. 25.

2. Table 8 takes the case of an equal partition, m = n = IN, and shows the sum of the

terms in the expression (34) for which a>, a, which is also the sum of terms for which
a r-al. For mi n, results are given in Table 9 for mi> n and for the following proportionate partitions of N:

(A) n = 3N, n = 2N; (B) m =AN, n= 'N; (C) m = 9 N, n =l-ON.
Here sums of terms at both tails of the series are needed. The sums (or chances of a > a,
or < a,) have not been given for all possible values of a, but, broadly speaking, for those
within the limits where significance is likely to be in question. Sums below 0.0010 have

generally been omitted. In each case the true sum of the terms (34) is compared with the
approximation from the normal integral.

3. In drawing conclusions from the comparison, we have to decide what degree of

accuracy is called for. Clearly the normal integral does not give mathematically exact
results to 4 decimal places. On the other hand, except for certain instances where the

partition is very unequal (in = 4N and -OoN) and r is small, the order of the approximation
may be said to follow that of the series closely. If decisions are made by rule of thumb,

according to the side of the 5 % or 1 % significance level on which a falls, then there are
a number of entries in the tables where the approximation would give a on the wrong side.
But one may question whether judgement of significance based on a single experiment can
in fact be made sensitive to a difference between, say, 0-06 and 0 04 (odds of 16 to 1 and

24 to 1) or between 0-012 and 0-008 (odds of 82 to 1 and 124 to 1) and, given such latitude
in accuracy, the approximation will be found generally sufficient. These must be points,

however, where personal opinions will differ. Whatever views are held, the tables are
sufficiently extensive to make it possible to obtain from them a rough measure of the
accuracy of approximation in a wide range of cases.

4. It will be noted that in the symmetrical case (mi = N) and also when m = 3N the
normal approximation for the tail sum is almost invariably a little too large. Undoubtedly
for the symmetrical case an improved approximation could be obtained by modifying

the i correction used in calculating the ratio of deviation to standard deviation. This
second order term would, however need to vary with the probability level, thus complicating the procedure.
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Table 8. Case of equal partition, rn n = n N. Chance that a > a, = chance that a < r - a,
Partition mI = n= 59 m=n=30 m=n=20 m=n= 15 m=n= 10

r a2 True Normal True Normal True Normal True Normal True Normal a |
approx.

17
0'2566
18
1376

30

19

20

approx.

0-2574
*1388

0630

-0243

approx.

0643

*0253

21
0078
0085
22
'0021

approx.

0'2194
'0981

'0348

'0096

approx.

0'2212
17
1002
18

'0365

*0106

19

20

3

3

0020
*0024
21
-0024
-22

12 0-2269 0-2278 0'2060 0'2076 0-1715 0-1745 12
13 *1053 *1068 '0852 0873 0564 *0592 13
20 14 -0392 0408 0270 *0287 '0128 '0144 14 20
15 *0114 0126 0064 0073 '0019 (0025 15
16

0025

*0031

'0011

'0014

16

9 02884 0 2887 0-2760 0*2772 02572 0'2595 0-2330 0'2364 9

10 *1312 *1325 *1163 *1185 0954 *0985 *0715 0755 1 0

15 1 1 (0453 '0473 0358 *0380 0242 *0265 *0134 0156 1 1 15
1 2 *0113 *0129 -0077 -0090 * 0040 *0049 '0014 '0020 1 2
13
0019
'0027
0011
*0016
13
7 01589 0{1599 0-1495 0-1514 0-1367 0'1397 01226 0'1266 0'0894 00955 7

10 8 '0458 *0486 '0399 *0429 '0324 0357 '0251 *0285 '0115 '0147 8 10
9 '0078 *0101 '0061 '0081 '0042 '0058 '0026 *0038 '0005 *0011 9
10

0(006

'0014

'0004

'0010

10

5 0-2179 0'2177 0'2119 0-2126 0-2038 0'2056 0'1950 0'1980 0-1749 0-1804 5

7 6 '0558 '0594 '0514 '0553 '0458 '0501 '0401 *0448 '0286 '0338 6 7
7 '0062 '0096 '0053 '0084 '0042 '0068 *0032 '0055 '0015 *0031 7

5 4 0'1810 0'1806 0-1766 0-1771 0-1709 0-1735 0'1648 0 1677 0'1517 0-1571 4
i-

5 '0281 '0339 '0261 *0320 |0236 '0295 '0211 *0270 '0163 '0220 5
I _ _ _ I I_ _ ._ _ I- _ 1. 1_ _ _ _ ! -
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Table 9. Case of unequal partition. Chances that a< a, and a > a,
(A) m=-N, n= IN

Partition m = 60. m = 36, m a 24, m = 18, m = 12.
n=40 n=24 n=I16 n=12 n=8

Chance Normal T Normal Te Normal True Normal TnNe oNrmal Chance r

r that
a, Treapprox.
T eapprox. Treapprox..
Treapprox.
Tieappro.a tha
r
rox
th
11
0-0020
0'0019
11
12 0074 0074 0-0016 0-0020 12
13

*0230

0231

*0084

*0093

-13

a < a1 14 *0601 *0604 0320 *0337 0-0023 0 0050 14 (a6a1
15 *1330 *1339 *0936 0957 *0270 *0329 15
16 *2512 *2531 *2148 *2165 *1311 *1348 16
30
30
20 0-2533 0-2531 0-2148 0-2165 0-1322 0'1348 20
21 *1323 *1339 *0936 0957 *0318 *0329 1

22 0580 *0604 *0320 *0337 '0045 0050 22
23

24

*0209

*0061

25

*0231

*0074

*0014

*0084

*0016

*0093

*0020

*0019

25

23

24

J

6 0'0027 0 0026 0-0010 0'0012 6
7 *0114 *0112 *0060 *0063 0'0015 0'0021 7

a 6a, 8 *0381 *0378 *0255 *0262 *0112 *0128 0-0015 0 0033 8 a 6 a
9 *1019 *1021 *0816 *0829 *0526 *0555 *0290 *0260 9
10 *2211 *2232 *2005 *2028 *1665 *1695 *1170 *1218 10

20
20
14 0'2236 0'2232 0-2017 0'2028 0'1665 0'1695 0 1182 0'1218 14

15 *0994 *1021 *0798 *0829 *0526 0555 *0241 *0260 15
a a,. 16 *0341 *0378 *0233 *0262 *0112 *0128 *0026 0033 16 a > a,
17 *0086 *0112 *0048 *0063 *0015 *0021 17 I
18 *0015 *0026 *0006 *0012 18

4 0'0053 0 0053 0-0032 0 0033 0-0013 0'0015 4

5 *0236 0233 *0171 *0173 *0098 *0106 0'0038 0-0052 5 a

6 *0776 *0775 *0650 *0657 *0481 0499 *0301 *0335 - 6 1a1

7 *1948 *1968 *1804 *1827 *1588 *1618 *1317 *1358 0.0511 0*0616 7

15
15
11 0-1970 0-1968 0-1814 0'1827 0'1587 0*1618 0'1317 0'1358 0-0578 0*0616 11

a 12 *0734 0775 '0614 *0657 *0458 0499 *0301 *0335 *0036 *0051 12 a

a > a1a 13 *0188 *0233 *0138 *0173 *0082 *0106 *0038 *0052 13 1 a a1
t 14 *0029 0053 *0018 *0033 *0008 *0015 14 J
2 0 0088 0-0089 0'0067 0'0071 0'0045 0 0050 0-0026 0'0033 0'0004 0'0009 2

a 6 aq 3 *0457 0453 0395 *0398 *0318 *0329 *0241 *0260 0099 *0131 3 a < a,
*4 1538 *1549 *1447 *1464 *1322 *1348 *1182 *1218 *0849 *0910 4

10
10
( 8 0 1539 0-1549 0-1442 0-1464 0-1311 0'1348 0'1170 0'1218 0'0849 0'0910 8

a a, | 9 *0386 |0453 0334 *0398 *0270 *0329 *0209 *0260 '0099 *0131 9 a a ,a
10 *0044 *0089 0034 *0071 *0023 *0050 *0015 *0033 0004 0009 10)

O 0 0012 0'0022 0'0009 0'0013 0'0006 0.0010 0'0004 0'0007 0

a, 1 *0156 '0189 0134 *0140 *0109 0118 0086 0097 0-0044 0'0059 1 aa,
2 *0884 *0956 *0827 *0832 *0756 0770 *0681 0704 *0521 *0564 2
7

7

a 6 0-1492 0'1587 0'1426 0'1450 0'1341 0-1378 0'1250 0'1300 0'1056 0'1127 6

a~a1 g 7 |0241 |0385 0216 0306 0186 0269 0156 0232 0102 00160 7 a1

0 0'0088 0'0099 0'0078 0'0090 0'0066 0-0080 0'0056 0'0070 0-0036 0-0051 0

a Ia1 1 1 0816 *0811 *0778 *0781 0730 *0742 *0681 *0701 0578 *0616 11a a1
5

5

aa1 5 0'0725 0'0811 0'0690 0'0781 0'0646 0'0742 0'0601 0-0701 0-0511 0-0616 5 a a1
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Table 9 (continued)
(B) nt = =N, n = -N (C) m = AN, n = oN
Partition f m=80, n= 20 | =48,n.=12 m=32, n= 8 Partition j m=90,n=10

r Chance
a True Normal True Normal True Normal r Cthate a, True Norox
that a1approx. approx. approx. thtapprox.
18

0-0018

0-0014

22

0

0009

0*0006

19 *0084 0073 0-0013 00020 a 23 *0073 0057
a < a, 20 *0306 *0288 *0106 *0125 a a1 24 *0388 *0352

2 1 *0884 *0874 *0521 *0548 25 *1384 *1388

t 22 *2046 *2078 *1667 *1685 30

30

29

0-1356

0-1388

26 O 2092 02078 0-1667 0-1695 aka1 30 *0229 *0352

27 *0824 *0874 *0521 *0548
a >a1 28 *0227 *0288 *0106 i 0125

129 *0039 -0073 *0013 *0020 (14 0*0039 0-0019

30 |0003 0014 a 02 a, 15 |0254 |0191

16 *1095 *1068

20

] 1 0 0040 0 0026 0-0013 00011 -l aa, 20 0-0951 0-1068
12 *0182 *0148 0095 *0087 0 0016 0-0031
a< a, 13 *0638 *0600 *0460 *0448 *0218 *0255
2 14 *1729 *1755 *1523 *1542 *1176 *1208 ( 9 0-0006 0 0001

20

(

10

*0063

*0027

18 0*1758 0-1755 0-1522 0-1542 0-1176 0-1208 a < a, 11 *0408 *0316

a ->, al
19 0499 *0600 *0371 *0448 *0218 *0255 . 12 *1705 *1765
20 *0066 *0148 *0041 *0087 *0016 *0031 15

______ ______ ______ a a, 15 0-1808 0d1765
7 0-0018 0*0009 0-0008 0*0004

a < a1 8 *0107 0074 *0064 0049 0-0022 0-0024 5 0-0006 0 0001
9 *0462 *0408 *0355 *0323 *0217 *0219 6 *0082 *0029

10 *1470 *1480 *1329 *1338 *1115 *1133 a <a a 7 *0600 *0486

15

t

8

*2615

*2902

a>a, !14 0-1453 0-1480 01294 0*1338 0*1079 0*1133 10

15 *0262 *0408 *0206 *0323 *0141 *0219 a > a, 10 0 3305 0-2902
4 0.0039 0*0019 0-0026 0-0013 0*0012 0-0008 3 0*0016 0 0003

a< a1 5 *0254 *0191 *0206 *0159 *0145 0121 a < a 4 *0207 *0096

10 6 *1095 *1068 *1012 *0988 *0893 *0882 1 5 *1442 *1492
7

a > a, 10 0-0951 0-1068 0-0868 0-0988 0-0761 0-0882 a > a, 7 0-4667 0 3974
2 0*0033 0*0013 0*0024 0.0010 0*0015 0(0007 2 0*0067 0-0006
3 *0282 *0203 *0246 *0181 *0201 *0155 aa1 3 0769 0538
7 4 *1408 *1417 *1354 *1364 *1281 1293 5

a a ,a | 7 0.1985 01910 0*1906 0-1848 0*1805 0-1776 aza, 5 0-4163 0-5000
a, 1 0 0053
0-0022
O00045
0-0021
0 0035*0383
0-0016
5 2a *0531
0434
0499
0430
*0457
a > a, 5 0-3193 0-2841 0-3135 0-2835 0-3060 0-2776
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